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Abstract—Machine condition monitoring (MCM) enables real
time health assessment, prognostics, and advisory generation by
interpreting data from sensors installed on the machine being
monitored. To effectively utilize measurements for determining
the health of individual components, macro-components and the
overall system, these measurements must somehow be combined
or integrated to form a holistic picture. The process used to
perform this combination is called sensor data fusion. While
research on data fusion techniques spans across many domains,
not much work has been done in data fusion for MCM in
unmanned systems. This paper addresses this need by providing
the intuition behind a mathematical model and process for data
fusion in ocean machinery.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

INDING alternative fuel sources is a worldwide initiative. One such alternative involves harvesting the natural
energy created by ocean currents using ocean turbines. Efficient machine condition monitoring (MCM) systems for predictive maintenance and prognostic health monitoring (PHM)
systems for predicting the future health of these ocean systems
are needed to ensure system reliability and reduce operating
costs. An MCM system enables real time health assessment, prognostics, and advisory generation by continuously
recording and processing streams of measurements taken
from sensors attached to components of the machine being
monitored.The independent data from these sensors must then
be combined to determine the state of individual components
and, on a higher level, to determine the health of the overall
system. The process of combining data from multiple sources
(whether disparate or similar) to provide a more accurate and
holistic solution or view is called data fusion. To implement a
complete MCM/PHM system, a combination of data fusion,
feature extraction, classification and prediction algorithms are
needed.
Research on data fusion techniques, architectures, and
approaches spans across many domains including medical
diagnosis [2], military defense and tracking systems [3],
robotics, navigation systems for autonomous vehicles [4],
and remote sensing, but not much work, to the author’s
knowledge, has been done in data fusion for MCM/PHM
in unattended, inaccessible1 systems such as ocean turbines.
Such systems have a low tolerance to false positives (or a
false alarm) because of the expenses associated with retrieval
1 With a goal of a one year maintenance free operation with annual
preventative maintenance

of the equipment. The majority of research effort invested
in data fusion systems for autonomous systems (whether on
land or sea) were related to designing navigational systems
for these vehicles. This paper is, therefore, not only unique in
the target system (ocean turbines) but also in its approach to
providing intuition behind a mathematical data fusion model
for MCM/PHM systems for autonomous oceanic systems.
This mathematical model will be formalized in future work.
This paper will attempt to formalize a data fusion approach
to MCM/PHM systems for ocean turbines. In Section II,
we will analyze the intended system architecture and review
related work. Section III will attempt to bring existing techniques and approaches together to form a data fusion model
which we will apply to our case study in Section IV. Finally,
in Section V, we will highlight opportunities for future work.
II. BACKGROUND /R ELATED W ORK
To determine the condition of the machine, the mechanical
vibration levels, oil debris, temperature, pressure, angular
velocity, and flow around the ocean turbine need to be
constantly monitored and analyzed. While most mechanical
defects can be determined through analysis of the vibration
data generated from sensors known as accelerometers, the
data gathered from the remaining sensors are necessary to
fully assess the state, life expectancy, and potential failure of
the machine [5].
This paper assumes a system architecture satisfying the
Open Systems Architecture for Condition Based Monitoring
(OSA-CBM) specification. The OSA-CBM standard2 implements the ISO-13374 standard, which defines the functionality
of a condition monitoring system in terms of six blocks, to
include data structure and interface method specifications for
the ISO-13374 blocks [6]. These blocks are:
1) Data Acquisition (DA) – Data is collected and digitized.
2) Data Manipulation (DM) – Typically, in the DM
block, signal processing (using techniques like Fast
Fourier Transforms, filtering, and windowing), time
synchronous averaging (TSA), algorithmic computations, and feature extraction are performed on the
digitized output from the DA block.
3) State Detection (SD) – The output from DM and DA are
compared against the anticipated baseline profile values
2 Available for download on the Machinery Information Management Open
Systems Alliance (MIMOSA) website - http:\\www.mimosa.org\

Figure 1.

JDL Process Model for Data Fusion

to evaluate the system’s state in terms of a predefined
enumeration, e.g., system normal, level high, alarm,
alert, etc.
4) Health Assessment (HA) – Diagnosing system faults
and determining the health of the system occurs in this
block. The output from the DA, DM and SD blocks are
fused with the output from other HA blocks in order to
make this assessment.
5) Prognostics Assessment (PA) – The life expectancy
and future health of the system are projected, and the
possibility of future faults and failures is predicted.
6) Advisory Generation (AG) – Reports on existing or predicted conditions along with advice on how to optimize
the life of the machine are generated.
A. Data Fusion
Data Fusion is considered a cross cutting concern of the
above architecture because the data being integrated can be
provided by several entities and layers in the CBM architecture [7]. To streamline and standardize the design and
codification of data fusion systems, experts in the area have
proposed more than 30 fusion architectures over the years.
Some of these models are discussed in [8]. Of these, one of
the most widely cited model is that of the American Joint
Directors of Laboratories, or JDL [3], which was initially developed for military applications. The JDL model [9] divides
the processes, functions, and techniques applicable to data
fusion into five levels (as seen in Figure 1). These are:
Level 0. Pre-Processing - A level 0 data preparation
/estimation process would estimate entity features
from one or more entity signal observations [10].
Level 1. Object Assessment - In this phase, an attempt
will be made to locate and/or identify the object
of interest by fusing information about this object
that was gathered from multiple sources. The object

assessment level is itself broken down into four substeps, namely:
i Data Alignment - Data processing occurs to
align the data into a common frame of reference (e.g. spatial or time).
ii Data Association - Relationships among data
points are identified. For example, in surveillance systems, a data association function
would attempt to group all the measurements
from different platforms (that is, any object
that is carrying a sensor) that are associated
with the same target. In an MCM/PHM system,
oil, temperature and vibration measurements
could be associated to the component they are
measuring.
iii State Estimation - In this step, the target’s state
is calculated from the measurements obtained
from the previous levels.
iv Identification - In the identification step, an
attempt is made to predict the identity or
classification of an object.
Level 2. Situation Assessment (SA) - The results from
the previous level are interpreted to establish a
relationship between the reconstructed entity and an
observed event [8].
Level 3. Threat Assessment - In the threat assessment
stage, the outcomes of different plans to remedy the
situation are analyzed and the best course of action
is predicted. This is typically a prediction function.
Level 4. Process Assessment - The process assessment
phase is a global level in which the effectiveness
and performance of the overall process (both hardware and software) are reviewed to identify possible
means of improving the system. This phase in the
JDL process involves planning and control.

III. F RAMEWORK
In this section, we will relate the JDL data fusion model
to the OSA-CBM model for MCM/PHM systems in ocean
turbines.
Knowing where and when fusion should be performed is
considered a primary issue of data fusion [11]. Our fusion
model, shown in Figure 2, addresses this issue. This model
combines the data fusion process of the JDL model with the
layers in the OSA-CBM system architecture to produce an
overall design model. By identifying at what point in the
OSA-CBM architecture data fusion is occurring, we are also
addressing data fusion as a cross cutting concern.
The proposed model was adopted from the JDL model
which has been slightly modified to include both a Detection
phase and an Action phase (as shown in the diagram). The Detection phase replaces the State Estimation and Identification
steps in the JDL Model. Since there is no clear cut distinction
between these two sub-steps of the Object Refinement phase
for MCM/PHM systems, these steps have been combined
to form the Detection phase. In this Detection step, any
anomalies in data will be identified and associated with the
component which generated that fault. A new phase — Action
— has been added to correspond to Advisory Generation. In
this phase, data from all the other phases will be combined to
determine if and how the machine can self-adjust to optimize
its current state.
The Process Assessment phase remains at a global level
which can be accessed from any other phase in the data fusion
model. This phase will need to be able to trigger adjustment of
the data fusion process to ensure optimal performance while
satisfying system requirements (which include minimizing the
false positive rate). One researcher pointed out the inherent
difficulty in evaluating the efficacy of the data fusion process
in terms of the intended objectives [11]. There is, therefore,
a need for a viable evaluation technique that would be used
within the Process Assessment phase.
IV. C ASE S TUDY: O CEAN T URBINE MCM/PHM
In this section, we will apply our model to an MCM/PHM
system for ocean turbines. Unlike other machines, ocean
turbines are intolerant of false positives due to the high costs
of equipment retrieval. Therefore, an optimal data fusion
approach must minimize the occurrence of false positives.
Additionally, the data fusion system must be capable of
handling real time data streaming from multiple, possibly
heterogeneous, sensors. Fault detection must occur within
a reasonable timeframe from the occurrence to minimize
damage to the turbine.
As discussed in Section II, data fusion can occur at many
different levels in the MCM/PHM architecture. Determining
the type of data fusion algorithm suitable for each fusion
level requires an analysis of the type of sensor data available
as well as the type of inference that is desired. In other
words, an algorithm that would output the system state as
either “operational” or “malfunctioning” would differ from
one needed to coordinate and integrate two waveforms.

Figure 2.

Data Fusion and MCM Model

While the model of Figure 2 indicates when data fusion
is occurring, it provides no notion of how fusion will occur.
Zooming down to the data fusion processes which are occurring at the different levels in the MCM/PHM architecture,
we identified 3 unique types of data fusion that can occur
within this architecture. These are labeled F1, F2 and F3 in
Figures 3 and 4, and will be discussed in Sections IV-A, IV-B
and IV-C respectively. From discussion in this section, it is
clear that a single fusion process will occur across multiple
levels of the hybrid framework proposed in Section 3, thus
establishing data fusion as a cross cutting concern.
Before these sensor signals can be fused, we need to
ensure that both signals originate from the same time interval.
Since incoming data items are arriving continuously and
consecutively, this flow of timed items is called a continuous
timed data stream [12]. In future work, we will attempt to
coordinate these streams through implementation of barrier
synchronization [13], a well known coordination paradigm
used in networking and in distributed and parallel computing.
A. Inter-Sensor Data Fusion
The first type of fusion, which occurs at boxes F1 in Figure
3, works closest to the raw data emanating from the sensors.
At the lowest level, sensor data from two heterogeneous
sources will be combined to validate signals, create features,
and generate a unified output. In our context, we will be
combining vibration signals from the accelerometer through
channel C1 with velocity data from the tachometer through
channel C3 to produce time synchronous average vibration
features [14] through channel C1.3. Inter-sensor data fusion
would occur during the Data Alignment phase of our hybrid
framework (Figure 2) where the common frame of reference
would be the tachometer signal.
In the inter-sensor data fusion process, the raw analogue
signal that is received from the sensors must first be digitized
through time into a sequence of digital values via a two step
process using an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). Sampling, the first step of the digitization process, is necessary
to produce a signal in terms of discrete time and continuous
values, while quantization, the second step, maps the set of
continuous data values to a discrete set.

to generate signals through channel C2.3.

Figure 3.

Intra-component fusion diagram

Once the data has been digitized, a low pass filter could be
applied to de-noise the signal and improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. Other de-noising techniques include a statistical multichannel filtering approach [15], wavelet transforms, Wiener
filter [16] and linear filters.
After undergoing a de-noising process, the vibration signal
will then need to be normalized with respect to the tachometer
through channel C3 in a process known as ordering or order
tracking. By normalizing the accelerometer data with respect
to the tachometer signal, we ensure that time samples are
aligned to the same angular position of the component (e.g. a
gear or shaft) to preserve the phase relationship. Additionally,
since the rotational speed is not constant, order tracking
is needed to distinguish non-stationary vibration data from
transient vibrations caused by anomalies.
Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) is a signal processing
technique often used to perform inter-sensor data fusion and
reduce noise. In TSA, interpolation is used to introduce new
data points to the time series. The data is then divided
into equal-sized blocks related to the synchronous signal
being provided by channel C3, and these blocks are averaged
together. The current block would start on the leading edge
of the tachometer signal and end on the corresponding point
preceding the following tachometer pulse. By taking sufficient
averages, an improved estimate of the desired signal can be
determined since any random noise will be eliminated [17].
On the opposite side of the component, a second accelerometer measuring the vibration of the same component but
situated at a different angular position produces signal through
channel C2. The entire fusion process F1 will be mirrored
there to normalize the tachometer signal through channel C3
with respect to the accelerometer signal through channel C2

B. Intra-Component Data Fusion
In the second type of data fusion, denoted by F2, homogeneous data from multiple sources (channels C1.3 and C2.3)
will be integrated to produce more accurate data than could
have otherwise been generated from a single sensor. This may
be between sensors measuring the same object but at different
angular positions or between redundant sensors measuring
the same object at the same angular position. In the former
case, data from both sensors will need to be included in the
final result since each sensor provides a unique perspective
of the object. In the latter case, the data will help to identify
sensor malfunction and would provide a mechanism for sensor
validation. In either case, the fusion process F2 will output
data through channel C13.23 in Figure 3.
Intra-component sensor fusion can be accomplished by
any of three different levels of abstraction: signal/data-level
fusion, feature-level fusion, or decision-level fusion. At the
data-level, the data fusion algorithm is executed on the raw
signals. Greater accuracy is obtained from doing so but this
approach is only viable when the signals are of the same type
(as would be through channels C1.3 and C2.3). At the feature
level, feature extraction is done to produce a feature vector
on each signal and the extracted feature vectors are fused. A
sample feature set would be 320 bins of vibration data that
correspond to different frequency ranges in a spectrogram. At
the highest level of abstraction (decision-level fusion), each
sensor processes their signals independently to produce a local
estimate. These local estimates are then combined via a fusion
process. By performing decision level fusion, features can be
added or removed from the system without having to change
the method of analysis. While this does provide a significant
advantage, accuracy is sacrificed. Data level fusion will be
performed here to maximize accuracy.
The concept of building an ensemble of classifiers to
perform distributed classification has been adopted and successfully implemented over the past few years. One such
application of ensembles for distributed classification was
developed for node classification in peer-to-peer networks
[18].
Folino, Pizzuti and Spezzano proposed in [19] an adaptive
distributed ensemble classifier called StreamGP. In StreamGP,
the local models are decision trees generated using Genetic
Programming (GP), each containing its own local streaming
data. In their approach, each node in the network was assumed
to be continuously receiving blocks of data (labeled and
unlabeled) over time in batches. The learning system would
use the labeled data to train the ensemble and to update it
when changes in the data are observed.
Such a dynamic approach could prove useful for this case
study since the model evolves to deal with a new attack or
fault. Consider, for example, a deployed ocean turbine in
operation with a non-critical fault. If the turbine’s MCM/PHM
system detects a new fault, this information could be fed
back to the Process Assessment phase which would initiate
re-training of the ensemble classifier to generate an updated

model. Using StreamGP to perform intra-component fusion
will be analyzed in greater depth to ensure better performance
and a lower false positive rate than a static ensemble.
C. Inter-Component Data Fusion

Figure 4.

Inter-component fusion diagram

The health of a complex system cannot truly be determined
from individual models and data analysis techniques. So, at
our final level, we combine data from multiple components
to enable system-level diagnosis and true prognostics. This
level of fusion, referred to as knowledge fusion, involves
integrating higher-order, possibly competing data and will be
observed only in upper level nodes in the system architecture.
Figure 4 diagrammatically represents this concept. Note that
fusion types F1 and F2 will only occur within components i
and j if they are lower level components (meaning that the
input to these components are raw sensor signals), but F3
would occur within any other component to fuse the virtual
sensor signals from any two components below it in the
architecture. Inter-component fusion would occur during the
Situation Assessment phase of Figures 1 and 2 as it establishes
how a fault in a single component will affect the health and
life expectancy of the entire system.
We now need to consider how to not only combine heterogeneous data from multiple sources, but how the fusion
process will operate in the presence of discordance. Early
research done in this area resulted in the formal definition
of four possible ways to integrate input from these different
types of components [20]. The four modes, known as Bower’s
Taxonomy of Fusion, are:
1) complete unity, wherein the data from all the components are combined without any consideration for the

possible discord and hence no system is in place for
detecting any disagreements;
2) unity with awareness of discordance and the possibility
of recalibration, in which the conflicts are detectable
and are reconciled by recalibrating the offending sensors;
3) unity with awareness of discordance and tendency
towards suppression, in which disagreements are detectable but the information gathered from the offending
sensors is temporarily ignored;
4) no unity at all
In complex environments, the mode of integration may rely
on the situation so it is difficult (or may be impossible) to
apply the same mode of integration throughout the entire
system, since the system will need to adapt to changing
environmental and operational conditions [21].
Because of the ability to incorporate human knowledge in
determining the precedence of signals in the event of the
conflict, an expert system could be built to distinguish the
appropriate mode for a specific situation and perform intercomponent fusion. Liu ands Liu previously implemented an
expert system via a fuzzy group multiple attribute decision
making method to perform this level of fusion in a machine condition monitoring system [22]. In their approach,
the expert system was comprised of four modules, namely
the diagnosis tree, a fuzzy group multiple attribute decision
maker, a knowledge base in which each rule was associated
with a confidence factor representing the level of uncertainty
in the validity of the rule, and an inference engine.
The use of expert systems to accomplish this level of fusion
will be investigated and adapted to the problem at hand.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper defines an approach to data fusion for
MCM/PHM systems in inaccessible, autonomous ocean systems. The proposed data fusion approach has been partitioned
into three levels: inter–sensor or fusion of data between heterogeneous sensors, intra–component or data fusion between
homogeneous sensors, and inter–component fusion which is
performed at higher levels of the architecture to provide an
overview of the health of the system.
At the inter–component and intra–component levels of
fusion, the performance and false positive rates of distributed
classification and expert systems must be carefully measured
to determine the effectiveness of these techniques to our
purposes. Additionally, further research will reveal a best way
to represent and determine efficient inference rules for the
expert system.
A synchronization technique for coordinating timed data
streams generated from the various channels is necessary and
essential. A more detailed specification and analysis of a
barrier synchronization method for coordinating these data
streams will be discussed in future work.
Future research will also involve formalizing a mathematical data fusion model for MCM/PHM systems for unmanned

oceanic systems. To ensure that our approach is mathematically sound, a means of measuring the effectiveness of our
data fusion framework will be defined.
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